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waves provides two different plugins in the cla vocals plug-in package: cla vocals and cla vocals
smooth. the cla vocals plug-in is designed for the aggressive, heavy, and edgy vocal sound and the

cla vocals smooth plug-in is ideal for the smooth, gentle, and sweet vocal sound. for either style, you
can easily tweak the vocal performance to your music and the final result will be a perfect match. by

purchasing this product, you will receive the above listed plugins within the zip format. the zip
format is a compressed file that allows you to save time when transferring files. to open the zip file,
you will have to install the "7-zip" program. after installing "7-zip", you will be able to open the zip
file and download the software. installation of the cla vocals plug-in takes a couple of minutes. this

product is a standalone version of the cla vocals plug-in. it does not require any other waves product
to be installed and therefore, does not require any configuration. once installed, it will remain in a
state of readiness for your use and can be run directly from your hard drive. the cla vocals plug-in

has three main areas to control the vocal performance: 1) vocals; 2) vocal effects; and 3) vocal
volume. all three areas can be controlled by clicking on the corresponding tabs in the lower part of

the cla vocals plug-in window. waves cla vocals plugin. waves cla vocals is a multi-effect plug-in that
lets you manipulate vocals to make them sound more powerful or natural. edit and control vocals
with the new dynamics control, adjustable low- and high-pass filters, and an input trim feature. cla
vocals also includes a parallel compression effect and a parallel reverbs effect. waves cla vocals is

perfect for vocalists looking to improve their sound.
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readiness for your use and can be run
directly from your hard drive. the cla vocals
plug-in has three main areas to control the

vocal performance: 1) vocals; 2) vocal
effects; and 3) vocal volume. all three

areas can be controlled by clicking on the
corresponding tabs in the lower part of the
cla vocals plug-in window. waves cla vocals

plugin. waves cla vocals is a multi-effect
plug-in that lets you manipulate vocals to

make them sound more powerful or
natural. edit and control vocals with the

new dynamics control, adjustable low- and
high-pass filters, and an input trim feature.

cla vocals also includes a parallel
compression effect and a parallel reverbs

effect. waves cla vocals is perfect for
vocalists looking to improve their sound.
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